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Your kingdom come, your will be done on 
earth as it is in heaven.

The Arabian Peninsula
Total Population: 78 million
Local/National People: Arab

Main Expatriate Peoples: South Asians and Filipinos
Main Religion: Islam

Main Industries: Oil and Gas



Welcome to PTAP - Praying Through the Arabian Peninsula. 
National believers and Christian workers invite you to pray with us 
to see evangelism increase and the church planted among the local, 
Arab people in the Arabian Peninsula (AP). This tool created by those 
working in the AP is divided into 12 topics with seven prayer points 
for each topic. You can devote one month for each topic or pray in 
any manner that suits you. Know that you will be joining believers 
from around the world in asking the Father to bring His Kingdom to 
the seven countries of the AP: Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Oman, Qatar, 
Bahrain, Kuwait, and the UAE. 

What will God do as His people begin praying specifically for 
the Arabian Peninsula? In the early church, Peter was miraculously 
released when the believers were praying (see Acts 12). The great 
revivals that swept across Europe and America were preceded by 
prayer meetings. The Wall of Communism collapsed because people 
were praying. In the 1990’s, there was increased spiritual awareness 
as a result of the prayer movement known as Praying through the 
10/40 Window. Today, we see the chains of Islam binding the minds and hearts of 1.5 billion people. The 
religious and political systems of Islam that deny a Muslim the chance to hear about the King of kings can be 
changed through prayer. 

PTAP’s website “prayforap.com” has much more information about the Arabian Peninsula with helpful 
hints on intercession and ways to get timely prayer requests. 

Please share this prayer guide with your family, friends, church, fellowship and small group. You can 
download it anytime from PTAP’s website. 

May God build His church in the very heartland of Islam, the Arabian Peninsula, through His grace, 
power, and His praying church around the world. 

READY to WELCOME
KUWAIT
BAHRAIN
BLACK MAGIC
YEMEN
CONFLICTS, WAR and REFUGEES
RELIGIOUS LEADERS
QATAR
SAUDI ARABIA
DISSATISFACTION with ISLAM
OMAN
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

INTRODUCTION
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TOPICS



Jesus says in Luke 12, “Be dressed in readiness, and keep your lamps lit. Be 
like men who are waiting for their master when he returns from the wedding feast, 
so that they may immediately open the door to him when he comes and knocks.” 

Even as the culture evolves in the Arabian Peninsula, there is an aspect of 
their culture that has yet to change. Hospitality overflows within the families of the 
Gulf. There is always a readiness to welcome. All activities and conversations stop 
the moment there is sign of someone entering the home or at the door. That guest, 
whether family or a complete stranger, becomes the center of attention – honored, 
welcomed, a blessing. Coffee, tea, water, juice, and something to eat are always 
served. New guests are oftentimes brought a tray of perfumes to apply or offered 
some burning incense for their clothes to absorb so that they may leave smelling 
sweeter than when they entered. Accepting hospitality 
and spending time with local families is a critical part 
of creating deeper relationships with the entire family. 

Just as important is being 
willing to offer that same 
hospitality. 

Doors open to share 
more of Jesus and the 
Gospel with every visit. 
Because decisions are 
often made as families, it is crucial to share truth within the whole family and 
ask for the Lord to draw whole families to Himself. As local Arab families 
open their doors to Christians and as Christians open their doors to them, the 
Master also comes and knocks. 

Pray for the local Arabs on the Peninsula who are believers, that they would be taught by the Lord and given • 
instructed tongues that speak the word to their families and friends that sustains the weary (Is. 50:4).
Ask that Christians all over the world would be ready to welcome and know the Lord’s leading to reach out, • 
love, and share the gospel with Muslim families on the Peninsula or who are moving to other parts of the 
world to study or work.
Ask that Muslim families would immediately open the door to the Master when He comes and knocks (Luke • 
12:35-36).
Many Muslims know Jesus as the Messiah who will return one day. Ask that they know Him as the Savior, • 
Redeemer, and the Son of God and that all that has been taught contrary to this for generations will be 
revealed as lies.
Ask the Lord for entire households to be called into faith as the body of Christ, and that those families would • 
have strength and courage to follow in obedience as they are called. 
Pray for an increased number of open doors for believers who live in the AP to go into homes and have • 
opportunities to speak the gospel in workplaces and homes. Ask that the Lord will give them words and that 
ears and hearts will be ready to hear and receive these words. 
Pray that God would continue to reveal Himself to whole families through dreams and visions which • 
are common among Muslims all over the world today. Pray that they would seek out believers to help 
them understand what some of these dreams mean as Pharaoh did with Joseph. This was all part of God’s 
redemptive plan to save the lives of countless numbers of people and to continue the Messianic line that 
would lead to the birth of our Messiah, Jesus Christ! 

READY to WELCOME
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May the arabic bible be 
welcomed in the
arabian Peninsula



Before the time of Alexander the Great, the location of Kuwait made this area an important trade link 
between what is now Iraq and the rest of the Arabian Peninsula. The tribes were able to also sustain themselves 
through fishing and pearling. 

Kuwait developed a consensus style government that has evolved into what is called a “diwaniyah”, 
a gathering of men from the community who discuss issues and make decisions. Kuwait did not achieve 
complete independence until 1962. Today, the Emirate of Kuwait functions as a constitutional monarchy with 
power vested in the Emir and a parliament. 

In the 1940’s, oil was 
discovered and with it 
came economic prosperity 
and rapid growth. Kuwaiti 
citizens enjoy one of the 
highest standards of living 
in the world today. Along 
with affluence, there has 
come a rapid increase in 
the population, both of 
expatriate workers as well 
as Kuwaiti citizens. 

Presently, over 50 
different (non-Kuwaiti) 
Protestant congregations 
and language groups meet 
weekly for worship. There 
is substantial freedom to 
worship for expatriates, and 
there is little direct persecution of God’s people. It has been reported that there are approximately 200 Kuwaitis 
from a Christian heritage. However, public perspective is that all Kuwaitis are Muslims. National Christians 
usually keep a low profile, and it would be hard to say how many of these are true believers. Kuwaiti believers 
who converted from a Muslim background, who likely number less than 20, are even less likely to profess 
their faith publicly, due to the fear of persecution. In 1981, a law was passed that gives Kuwaiti nationality 
only to Muslims. 

In the past year, a national woman and her daughter became believers. Pray for their growth. Breaking the • 
pattern of the past, pray for more national women to come to Christ.
Roots of bitterness have separated the few national believers in Kuwait. Pray for conviction of sin, brokenness • 
and reconciliation.
Pray for long-time workers in Kuwait, who have seen a history of new, national believers coming together, • 
then dispersion and setbacks. Pray for renewed faith, Spirit-led strategies, and the time and determination 
to carry them out.
Pray that the message of the gospel will reach many Kuwaitis through various avenues, and that God’s Spirit • 
will bring many to a decisive faith in Christ.
Several worthy programs of discipleship have been offered in the national evangelical church for expatriates. • 
Pray that these international Christians will be motivated to share their faith with nationals in their individual 
spheres of influence.
One Kuwaiti man is an elderly national believer, who has been a believer in Christ for some years. Two of • 
his grown sons have also professed faith in Christ, but their decisions remain hidden from the public. Pray 
that God will help them be bold witnesses in His timing and plan.
Responses to Arabic Christian media have led many to faith in Christ. Pray for effective contact with on • 
the ground believers. Pray that those who are new in their faith will grow and become established in local 
bodies.

KUWAIT
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Bahrain means “two bodies of water”: the salt 
water ocean surrounding the 30 plus islands is one 
body of water, and the other is the fresh water from 
underground rivers from Saudi Arabia that used to 
spring up in the various oases in Bahrain and even in 
the ocean offshore. Because of its location in the center 
of Gulf shipping, Bahrain has been cosmopolitan and 
free-thinking for centuries. 

Bahrain was a British protectorate for 100 plus 
years before regaining its independence in 1971. In 
the 1890s, Samuel Zwemer and the Arabian/American 
Mission entered Bahrain, building the first hospital 
and school in the Gulf. 

Oil was first discovered in the Arabian Gulf in Bahrain, and Bahrain will be the first to run out of oil. Along 
with Oman, Bahrain is one of the relatively poor Gulf countries, with problems providing enough good jobs 
for its people. However, Bahrain has diversified from oil into banking, aluminum and tourism. Bahrain has 
also been connected by a causeway to Eastern Saudi Arabia since 1986. Great numbers of Saudis along with 
Kuwaitis drive to Bahrain on weekends and holidays because of greater personal freedom.

Political unrest in Bahrain has re-emerged as a part of the “Arab Spring” in 2011. Many Bahrainis 
(including the majority Shi’ites) are frustrated by unemployment and the lack of political development over 
the last decade by the Sunni royal family, and want the Prime Minister to step down.

Bahrain is an oasis of freedom compared to the other Gulf countries which are much more restrictive. As 
a Muslim country, open evangelism is not allowed, but Christians can worship and have a significant degree 
of freedom to serve God and the people in Bahrain.

Pray for the royal family (Khalifa), opposition leaders, and government officials, that political and economic • 
differences could be worked out for the good of the people, resulting in less unrest, increased stability and 
business, and improving employment opportunities.
Pray for the handful of Bahraini believers to be filled with the Holy Spirit, that they would put the fear of • 
God above the fear of man, fellowship and grow together, and tell others of the grace and love of God in 
Christ.
Pray for the expatriate churches (Indian, Filipino, Western, Arabic, etc.) to see why the Lord of the Harvest • 
has brought expatriate believers to Bahrain, namely, to expand the kingdom of Christ without fear.
Pray for ways and means to bring additional expatriate believers to Bahrain who would pray for and facilitate • 
the coming harvest of faith in Bahrain, that Bahrain may be a light to the rest of the Gulf.
Pray for institutions to be founded in Bahrain that would show how Christians work together and draw • 
unbelievers into fellowship with the Lord.
Thank the Lord for the freedom of Christian worship and ministry in Bahrain. May this freedom and vision • 
spread over the causeways into neighboring countries.
Pray that the Lord would build a local, Bahraini church and that the gates of hell will not prevail against it • 
(Matthew 16:18).

BAHRAIN
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Black magic is a reality in the Arabian Peninsula. 
Although orthodox Islam forbids magic of any kind, 
local Arabs still resort to it in order to gain power and 
influence. In these male-dominated societies, black magic 
is especially attractive to women who have little power. 
Through different means such as using amulets and casting 
spells, these women seek favor in order to get pregnant, to 
harm another woman whom she is jealous of, to make their 
children successful in school, and to obtain many other 
“blessings”.

There is a region in Oman that is considered the heart 
of black magic in the country. Some argue that it is the 
center of black magic for the entire Arabian Peninsula. 
Many stories abound. For example, one can be transported 
to any place in the world by 
drawing a line in the ground 
and stepping over it. There are 
other stories of humans being 
turned into animals and stories 
of demons speaking through a 
grandparent or uncle. 

Although many local men 
laugh at stories of black magic 
today, neither the women who 
practice it nor their victims, 
find it humorous. Those who 
are victims have shared their 
fear and concern with believers. Fortunately, Christ followers claim 
the power of the Holy Spirit and can help local friends. Only Jesus 
can set them free from the spiritual forces of evil that seek to oppress 
and destroy the precious people of the Arabian Peninsula! 

Pray that in Jesus’ name, believers would be effective in helping their local friends who are victims of black • 
magic. Pray that the Lord would supply believers with the material, emotional, and spiritual resources to 
minister to their friends in both word and deed. 
Pray that believers would stand firm, wearing the full armor of God (Eph 6:10-20). Pray that they would be • 
reassured of the promises of God to protect them from harm so that they can be stronger witnesses for Jesus 
Christ (Proverbs 12:21, Ps 91:9-13).
Pray that the Son of God would come and destroy the works of the devil in the Arabian Peninsula (1 John • 
3:8) so that those in the grip of black magic would be set free and know that it was Jesus, the Son of God 
who set them free (John 8:32). 
Pray against the powers of darkness that seek to control the lives of Muslims through suspicion and fear. • 
May Jesus replace their fears with his love and power. 
Many Muslims have dreams and visions of Jesus. Pray that God would reveal himself to those entrenched • 
in this darkness. 
Pray 2 Tim 2:24–26, that God would grant repentance leading to a knowledge of the truth so that they may • 
come to their senses and escape from the snare of the devil.
Pray 1 John 4:1-6. Every spirit that does not confess that Jesus has come in the flesh is not from God. This • 
is the spirit of the antichrist. Pray that God would plant churches in the Arabian Peninsula by giving saving 
faith in Jesus as the Son of God who came in the flesh to save the world from sins through his redemption 
alone.

BLACK MAGIC
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This tree is chained because the 
locals believe the last tree was taken 

away by Jinn (evil spirits).
bahla, oman



Yemen is one of the oldest inhabited areas 
of the world. The country was once part of the 
Kingdom of Sheba (the famed Spice Route) 
whose queen brought rare and costly gifts to King 
Solomon. When Islam was born in the seventh 
century, Yemen was one of the first countries to 
follow the new religion and is home to two of the 
oldest mosques in the world. 

For a number 
of years Yemen was 
divided. South Yemen 
was the world’s only 
Arab Marxist state. 
North Yemen was 
more traditional and 
tribal. After a brief 
civil war in 1994, the 
South was defeated 
and the country was united. 

Yemen is by far the poorest country in the Arabian Peninsula. It has always 
struggled with poverty and underdevelopment, but the current civil war has 
devastated the country, killing over 6000 people and displacing 3 million from their 
homes. The good news is that many are coming to faith in Christ. There are more 
believers in Yemen than in any other country in the Arabian Peninsula, an amazing 
work of God since Yemen is one of the most Islamic countries in the world today. 

Yemen is now undergoing a major war. Its few oil fields are not producing. Cities have been bombed and • 
the infrastructure is collapsing. Pray that those who are starving will receive food and that those who are 
homeless will have shelter. Pray for peace and for the rebuilding of Yemen.
Before the 7• th century, Yemen was a nation of many Christians. Then as Islam spread, most Christians were 
either killed or converted to Islam. Pray that all Yemeni people will hear about the personal relationship that 
they can have with Christ and return to their roots. 
Yemen has a history of sending its young men around the world as day laborers, business men and students. • 
They keep in touch with family at home as they send money back to their communities. At the present time, 
some Yemenis are leaving as refugees, fleeing from the chaos in their cities. Pray that each one of those 
abroad will hear about Jesus and his love for them. Pray that they will believe and send the Good News back 
to their families.
Pray John chapter 1 over the country of Yemen. “In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God • 
and the Word was God” (v1) “The light shines in the darkness and the darkness does not overcome it” (v5). 
May the power of the Gospel be spread to every man, woman and child.
Qat is a narcotic leaf that many people in Yemen chew every afternoon. Much water is needed to grow the • 
plant in a country which is running out of fresh water. Money which should be spent on the needs of the 
family is given to the qat sellers. Pray that the bondage of qat in Yemen will be broken.
Thank God for brothers and sisters in Christ who continue to be a witness in Yemen. Pray that God will • 
provide for their needs even in times of war and economic disaster. Pray that the Holy Spirit will lead them 
to be “ wise as serpents and gentle as doves” (Matt 10:16). Pray that their numbers will increase.
People from many nations have worked in Yemen in the past. Because of war and unrest, most cannot live • 
there now. Pray that they will be advocates for Yemenis, help with aid or economic initiatives and be able to 
keep encouraging their friends who live inside the country. Pray without ceasing for Yemen.

YEMEN
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The famous
“house on the rock”



Throughout the ages, various struggles have 
emerged and dissipated in the Middle East, only to 
be replaced with new ones. Presently, some of the 
most grievous situations are being played out with 
conflicts in Yemen, Syria, and the war with ISIS.

Since 2004, an armed conflict between Yemeni 
government forces and Houthi rebels has existed. 
Civil war has erupted and as of Feb 2016, over 
6000 people have been killed with over 3.25 million 
displaced within their own country, and half of the 
population suffering from food and water shortages. 
Simultaneously, Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula 
(AQAP) has settled in Yemen. Saudi Arabia and 
Iran have also entered the fight by making Yemen a 
proxy war between them. 

Yemen was once a peaceful nation and its ancient culture is one of the most unique in the world today. 
The civil war in Yemen has been named the “forgotton war” in light of what is happening in Syria and the 
millions of refugees coming out of Syria. The Yemeni people are suffering greatly, especially the women and 
children. 

Moreover, ISIS has taken advantage of the conflict in Yemen by settling down in Yemen as a base to 
conquer the rest of the Arabian Peninsula. ISIS is a new evil that has shaken up the world and seeks to usher in 
a world wide Islamic Caliphate. The Arabian Peninsula with all of its oil and gas reserves is a prime location 
to see this carried out.

Pray for peace in the Middle East. Pray that the Lord would give world leaders solutions to diminish the • 
current conflicts. Pray that leaders will seek God’s face and listen. Pray that these leaders would humble 
themselves before God and seek the peace of the Middle East. 
Pray specifically for the salvation of the kings and sultans and emirs of the Gulf countries along the Persian • 
Gulf. Pray that they would use their wealth from oil and gas to fight the war on terrorism in their own 
backyards. Pray that the Prince of Peace himself would intervene in powerful and miraculous ways during 
this critical time in the Middle East. 
Pray specifically for the peace of Yemen, that war would cease and that peace would return. • 
Pray that God would comfort our Christian brothers and sisters in Yemen. Pray that they would learn to live • 
without fear, trusting God to continue to provide for their daily needs. Pray that they will be empowered by 
the Holy Spirit and that God’s hope and peace demonstrated in and through them will cause other Yemenis 
to find solace in the love of Jesus. 
Pray for those who have joined themselves to ISIS and ask the Lord to have mercy on them. Pray that key, • 
influential members of ISIS will read the Bible and turn to Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior. 
In addition to the Yemeni people, pray for the multitudes of Syrian people and others throughout the Middle • 
East who have endured cruel and inhuman conditions. 
Pray for all Muslims to see that these conflicts ultimately stem from a false religion. Pray that they would • 
be dissatisfied with the fruit of Islam and turn to Christ for hope and salvation. 

CONFLICTS, WAR and REFUGEES
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The call of the muezzin, the man who chants the Islamic call to prayer, echoes across the rooftops of the 
community. The guttural sounds from the old imam (an Islamic leader) crackle through the speakers above 
the mosque while he preaches sermons. A few moments later, a young man’s voice can be heard through the 
speakers of the adjacent mosque down the road. Communities hear these religious leaders, both old and young, 
repeat the same call of prayer every day, five times a day, from tens of thousands of mosques throughout the 
entire Arabian Peninsula. 

Religious leaders have a critical role to play in shepherding their communities. They are highly respected 
in the Arabian Peninsula. Whatever they say about Islam is sacred and highly regarded. In fact, Muslims are 
not allowed to question their knowledge of Islam and views of other religions. Muslims believe that religious 
leaders have cornered the market on what Christianity really teaches. What Islamic leaders say is the truth no 
matter how distorted their beliefs are about Jesus. Unfortunately, what a true Christian believes is irrelevant.

The prophet Joel declares: “And it shall 
come to pass afterward, that I will pour out 
my Spirit on all flesh; your sons and your 
daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall 
dream dreams, and your young men shall see 
visions. Even on the male and female servants 
in those days I will pour out my Spirit.” (Joel 
2:28-29)

“And it shall come to pass that everyone 
who calls upon the name of the Lord shall be 
saved.” (Acts 2:21)

Pray that God would pour out His Spirit 
on religious leaders so that they may be 
saved.

Pray that religious leaders will hear the gospel, that those who love Jesus would share the good news with • 
them. Pray that the Lord would open their hearts as he did with Lydia’s heart so that they will believe the 
things spoken by believers (Acts 16:14).
Pray that the Holy Spirit will be poured out on religious leaders, convicting them of sin, righteousness and • 
judgment (John 16:8), and drawing them to the Messiah. In addition, pray that they would have dreams and 
visions of Jesus which is not uncommon among Muslims around the world. 
Pray that religious leaders who have accepted Christ will grow in knowledge through the word and by • 
believers who disciple them.
Pray for entire communities of people to follow leaders who have accepted Christ. Pray that they will • 
respond to a higher calling and worship God in spirit and truth. Pray that God would build his church 
through these renewed communities and that the gates of hell will not prevail against it (Matthew 16:18).
Pray that religious leaders will be prepared for the persecution that comes when they follow Christ (Matthew • 
5:10-12).
Pray that the word would be proclaimed through the speakers of every mosque! Pray that they would know • 
the Word of God himself (John 1:1).
Pray that the word would fall on good soil and produce an abundant harvest 30, 60, 100 fold (Mark 4:1-• 
20). 

RELIGIOUS LEADERS
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‘Abdu’l-‘Azīz ibn ‘Abdu’llāh ibn Muhammad
ibn ‘Abdu’l-Latīf Āl ash-Sheikh

is the current grand Mufti of saudi arabia, one of the most 
respected islamic holy men in the world. 

Pray for the grand Mufti, a leader with enormous power. 
he even prohibited the game of chess which is thought to 

have been created in the Middle east.
The term “checkmate” comes from the arabic “sheikh” 

(king) “mate” (dead).



Qatar is an absolute monarchy ruled by relatively young Emir, Sheikh Tamim 
Bin Hamad Al-Thani who came to power in June 2013 after his father, Sheikh 
Hamad handed over the leadership to him. Economically, Qatar has rich gas 
reserves but is also trying quickly to diversify by investing heavily in research, 
development, finance, health, education and infrastructure. It continues to develop 
quickly as it prepares to host the 2022 Football World Cup.

Qatar’s population has more expatriates than local 
citizens. Of its roughly 2.4 million people, only about 
288,000 (12% approx.) are Qatari nationals. In 2010, 
foreign workers accounted for 94% of the economically 
active population in the country. With the increase of many 
nationalities in this tiny nation, there have been clashes 
between the local and foreign cultures which have caused 
concern to both Qataris and expatriates.

The strict Wahhabi sect of Sunni Islam is dominant in 
Qatar, but there is also a small number of Shi’ite Qataris. 
Many Shi’ite have become successful businessmen, but they 
are not prominent in government, for reasons of security 
and/or prejudice. Because of the influence of Wahhabism, 
Qatar has one of the most conservative societies in the world. 
While expatriates enjoy normal lifestyles, Qatari society is 
far more restrictive, especially for the local women. 

Christianity has been tolerated in Qatar among the expatriates 
for some time, as long as Christians keep their faith to themselves. 
Unofficially, churches have been allowed to exist. After the 
government granted permission and land for a church complex to 
be shared by several churches, there is now a Church Compound, 
ringed with State Security, that hosts all denominations of Christian 
gatherings - Catholic and Protestant. This represents a far more lenient 
and tolerant attitude by the Qatari government than was known a 
decade ago. It also makes watching Christians easier since the house 
churches are becoming fewer. 

Due to past and present restrictions, Qataris have had very little exposure to Christian truth. Most Qataris 
have never met a real Christian with whom they could communicate at a meaningful level. This is beginning 
to change.

Pray that God would give birth to a local church and national leadership within Qatar.• 
Pray that the Bible and other resources would find its way into the hands of Qataris and that Christian media • 
(satellite TV, radio, Internet, etc.) would have greater impact.
Praise God that the Church Compound exists and is growing. Pray that God would mobilize the thousands • 
of expatriate Christians here to pray for Qataris and to reach out to their Muslim friends. Pray for continued 
and greater unity amongst them so Qataris will see Christ’s love through them.
There are only a handful of known, local believers, most of whom are not spiritually mature. Pray that they • 
would be strengthened, discipled and used by God.
Pray for perseverance for workers who are struggling to see fruit and finding it difficult to balance career, • 
family and ministry in an ever increasing, busy country.
Pray that God would break the spiritual pride that Qataris have concerning Islam and prepare their hearts • 
for the message of the Gospel.
Pray for God to grant Christians greater favor with the Qataris. The Lord is opening up more opportunities • 
for more workers from all over the world to come into Qatar creating a new atmosphere in this strict 
Wahhabi Muslim country. 

QATAR
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The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has a rich history steeped in desert culture. For thousands of years, the 
Saudis have thrived in the heat and expanse of the Saudi desert. That desert life was forever altered about 70 
years ago when 25% of the world’s oil reserves were found beneath the sand. This oil has allowed the Saudi 
family to rule the country through the years. 

Mecca is located in Saudi Arabia. Its importance for Muslims dates back to the year 570 when the prophet 
Mohammed (the founder of Islam) was born there. Muslims worldwide are commanded to face Mecca five 
times a day to pray toward the spiritual center of Islam. They pray acknowledging there is only one God and 
Mohammed is his prophet. One of the key tenets of Islam is a pilgrimage, the Hajj, to Mecca at least once in 
a Muslim’s life. Approximately two million 
Muslims from Saudi Arabia and around the 
world arrive there annually for the Hajj. 

As the homeland of Islam, anything that 
affects Saudi Arabia potentially affects the 
whole of the Muslim world. In the past, the 
Saudi family had succeeded in recycling the 
oil wealth through the economy to please 
the masses, providing a comfortable life 
for most. Since the Gulf War, the amount 
of money siphoned off the economy by the 
ruling family has increased while normal 
people are finding themselves less and less 
advantaged as their population swells. This 
is a slow boiling pot politically which could 
explode at some point in the future. 

The Saudi population is, by government statistics, 100% Muslim. There are few local Christians among 
the Saudis. While there are many foreign Christians living and working in Saudi Arabia, churches for them are 
not officially permitted. The Saudi government is also known to be a generous contributor to the propagation 
of Islam around the world. Despite this, many Saudis are very approachable on the topic of religion. Many 
Saudis travel internationally, and it is quite easy to speak to them about Christ, especially when they are away 
from their homeland. 

Pray for the political leaders: King Salman bin Abdulaziz and Crown Prince Mohammad bin Naif, that God • 
will guide them in ruling Saudi Arabia wisely. Pray that they would use their power to bring about peace 
and justice.
Pray for those people who feel hopeless and angry. Pray they won’t be lured into terrorism groups but will • 
be drawn to Jesus who is the only source of hope. Pray also for those disillusioned with Islam due to forms 
of radical Islam. Pray they will not only abandon Islam but embrace Christ.
Pray for the local believers who feel alone and/or are persecuted. Pray that they will stand firm in their faith • 
and that others around them will become believers as well, resulting in fellowship and glory to God’s name. 
Pray that God will take away their fear of contacting other believers so that they can have unity.
Pray for the expat churches that they will live a life fully committed to Christ and receive a vision to reach • 
out to the locals and to intercede for them.
Pray that the Truth will be presented to Saudis through personal witness, satellite programs and internet • 
sites.
Saudis are avid users of the internet and social media. Pray that God will give wisdom to those who run • 
media and internet sites which talk about Christ and the Good News.
Pray that Matthew 4:16 “the people living in darkness have seen a great light; on those living in the land • 
of the shadow of death a light has dawned” will come true for Saudi Arabia. Pray that Jesus will appear to 
them in dreams and visions and that many Christians will come to shine their light in areas where there is 
no witness now.
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SAUDI ARABIA



The entire world now knows about ISIS, the Islamic terrorist group that has wreaked havoc across the 
globe. A spin-off from the ISIS quagmire in the Middle East is an apparently growing dissatisfaction with 
Islam as the way of peace, something Muslims grow up believing. News releases tell a different story, as daily 
descriptions of conflict and war continue. Also when looking back into history, warfare was a method which 
was used to spread their Islamic faith.

Recently, there have been a growing number 
of conversations that indicate young people in the 
Arabian Peninsula are increasingly dissatisfied 
with this religious outcome. For instance, one 
individual from Yemen said “the hearts of 
Muslims are black” referring to all the violence 
that he sees in the region every day. Reports 
are emerging that people are coming to Christ 
because of the violence observed and that there 
are discussions going on behind the scenes about 
how the good news is spreading through this 
area. Access to the internet has meant that huge 
amounts of young people are viewing Christian 
teaching and resources in an endeavour to reach 
The Truth. Only this Truth will set them free 
(John 8:32) to experience true peace in the midst 
of violence.

Pray that the Lord, through His Holy Spirit, would overwhelm seekers with the knowledge that our Savior • 
is truly the Prince of Peace.
Pray that they would know His Way, and follow diligently, for this leads mankind towards love and • 
reconciliation. We do not follow a man of war. We follow the One who said “Peace I leave with you; my 
peace, I give you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled and do not be 
afraid.” (John 14:27) 
There is a window of spiritual opportunity for the gospel to speak loudly into these violent times in the Middle • 
East. Please pray for these precious folks as they try to reach the safety that only Christ can provide.
Pray for those who are searching the internet for answers, that they will find wholesome sites which proclaim • 
The Truth.
Pray for the Muslim extremists who follow ideologies which have led them to danger. Pray that they will • 
hear that God loves them and wants to lead them down a path of true peace and love for all men.
Pray for believers to find those who are questioning their beliefs in order to share the Good News with • 
them.
Thank God that he is working to bring people to himself, even in the midst of great conflict and turmoil. • 
Give thanks to God because what was meant for evil, he can turn into good (Genesis 50:20).
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in saudi arabia the call to prayer sounds
from the minarets and the stores all close.

The women sit and wait for the stores to reopen. 

May people in the arabian Peninsula 
walk on isa street (Jesus street). 



Since 1744, Oman has been ruled by the Al Busaidi dynasty with little 
contact with the outside world until Sultan Qaboos bin Said seized power 
from his father in 1970 and started a revolution of modernization and reform. 
The standard of living improved dramatically due to the discovery of oil. 
Omanis highly respect their Sultan and have enjoyed peace and prosperity 
under his leadership. 

Technology has vastly changed the lifestyles of Omanis, the majority of 
whom were without electricity prior to the 1970’s. Mobile phones abound 
throughout the country, and the internet and social media command a great 
deal of the time of young and older Omanis. Oman’s population has doubled 
in the past 25 years and around 50% of the population is under 16 years of 
age. Traditional family structures are also changing. There is an increase in 
divorces and later marriages for women. However, to retain the traditional 
lifestyle, many Omanis commute to the cities for work and raise their families 
in the villages. 

Pride, diversity, and rapid 
development describe the country of 
Oman. The people love the modernization 
that is re-defining their lives, yet at the 
same time, cling to traditional values and 
customs. The conservative and traditional 
nature of Oman’s Islamic society, 
combined with material comfort, result 
in much resistance to the Gospel. There 
are only handfuls of known believers in 
the country. However, God’s Spirit is 
moving in this land to draw Omanis into 
a saving relationship with Him. 

Many Omanis are influenced by globilization. Pray that their experience outside of traditional Omani life • 
will bring them to the Cross of Christ as they look for answers beyond the borders of their land. Social media 
is of great influence in Oman. Pray that this media will be a means for Omanis to be exposed to the Truth 
of Christ.
The fear of evil spirits is a reality to many Omanis. They often carry out practices to appease the spirits. Pray • 
that God would release them from fear and reveal Himself to them in dreams or visions.
Hundreds of Omanis study abroad. Many also go outside the country for medical care. Pray that Christians • 
in these countries will reach out to them with hospitality, care and love in Jesus’ Name.
Important decisions are made collectively as families, clans and tribes. Pray that whole families will believe • 
the Gospel. Pray that His church will be firmly established in Oman and that nothing will prevail against 
it.
Many areas of Oman are almost completely untouched with the Gospel message. Pray that God would call • 
believers to these unreached areas.
Pray for Sultan Qaboos. He is dearly loved by his people and has great influence over them. Pray for his • 
salvation! Pray that he would continue to rule with justice, righteousness, and wisdom.
Pray for the people of Oman, that God would take out the heart of stone and give them a new heart of flesh • 
(Ezekiel 11:19). Pray that the Spirit would cause them to walk in His statutes (Ezekiel 36:27). Pray that God 
would show Himself through signs and wonders, miracles and gifts of the Holy Spirit according to His own 
will (Hebrews 2:4). Pray that He would open their hearts so that they will believe the Gospel (Acts 16:14).

OMAN
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The UAE is a federation of seven states, called 
Emirates, ruled by tribal chiefs called Sheiks or 
Emirs. There are archeological sites showing several 
population centers along the coast of the Arabian 
Gulf, including the UAE, dating to 2000 B.C. Islam 
came to this region within the first 50 years after 
Mohammed’s death in 632 AD. Once a center for 
piracy, it was known as the Pirate Coast before 
being subdued by British forces. It became a British 
protectorate in the 19th century and remained so 
until independence in 1971. 

The largest and richest of the Emirates is Abu 
Dhabi with significant oil and gas reserves. 
Dubai is the commerce center of the Gulf with 
the major port of Jebal Ali. The development 
of the oil industry in the UAE has brought 
fabulous wealth and rapid modernization 
to the major population centers, as well as 
many expatriates from around the world. 
UAE nationals make up only 20% of the total 
population. The poorer Emirates rely on the 
federal government (largely financed by Abu 
Dhabi) and the Dubai/Sharjah population hub 
for economic growth. 

Religious tolerance is granted to Christians, 
and some churches and Christian schools are 
allowed to operate publicly in government-
determined locations. Muslim evangelism 
is not allowed. Several imprisonments have 
occurred since 1992 due to evangelism among 
Muslims.

Pray for the key leaders: Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al Nahayan (President), Sheikh Mohamed Bin Rashid • 
Al Maktoum (Vice President and Prime Minister) and Sheikh Mohamed Bin Zayed Al Nahayan (Crown 
Prince of Abu Dhabi), and for all the other five rulers of the Emirates. God instructs us to pray for the leaders 
of nations. Pray that these men will rule wisely and bring peace to their respective Emirates.
God is shaking the peoples of the UAE. Pray that they will find those who know the Truth and ask them • 
questions about faith. Pray that they will find other Emiratis who God is calling to Himself.
Pray for the protection of those nationals who believe and that God will give them grace as they grow in • 
faith. Pray that the truth of the gospel will spread among them. Pray for foreigners in the country who love 
the Lord that they will be a godly influence to those around them. Pray that they will be an encouragement 
to brothers and sisters in Christ.
Pray that God would build His church. Pray for God’s Kingdom to come and that His will be done.• 
Pray against fear which causes believers to not be bold in their witness. Pray that those who believe will • 
follow the Holy Spirit’s leading and obey Him.
Pray Genesis 21:19 and John 4:14 over those in the UAE. Ask that they will learn that Jesus Christ is the • 
“water of life”. He wants them to come, drink and live.
The god of materialism has its grip on the UAE. Pray that new businesses being birthed by believers would • 
be successful and blessed, and be examples of godly work that is not materialistic or greedy in their values 
and practices.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
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a traditional wooden boat called a “dhow”.
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